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Background
- Owner and founder of Aqua Essence Swim Academy since 2002

- Teach at 9 locations across Winnipeg and private pools
- Full service swim school
- Teaching babies to adults
- Trademark baby program
- Ready,Set, Swim! ™ Curriculum
- Life saving, first aid, leadership and babysitting courses
- 45 plus staff
- In 2017 founded Ready, Set, Swim! Foundation



Background
- In 2017 founded Ready, Set, Swim! Foundation

- Community based organization
- Free swimming for those that can’t afford the price tag and newcomers 

for ages 6-18



Programming on the Fly

You already do it!

Really, it is true!



Instructors
By Nature are:

-  Adaptable
- Flexible 
- And think outside the box

How?

- Your teachers use these skills all the time (or I hope they do)



- Example Instructor A 
- Class starts at 4, teacher starts class 

- At 4:10 Izzie shows up late
- Enter Adaptable, flexible teaching



Instructors
- Instructor A makes a decision on how to proceed

- Catch Izzie up
- Continue from where everyone is
- Either way the instructor has made a quick decision on how to proceed
- They are in the driver’s seat

Outside Factors and Variables

-Level (shallow or deep)

- Age, height, safety (are laps involved for deep end use)

- Is Izzie always late?



Things we at Aqua Deal With ALL THE TIME
- Instructor calls in sick
- Instructor is late
- Pool fouling
- Power outage
- Swim meet/ Synchro/ Water Polo/Diving
- Scuba
- Mermaid classes
- Public
- Groups - school, clubs, community centres



Think About...
- How do you already manage some of these obstacles?
- Do you have policies and procedures in place?



How You can use this time?
If you don’t already have policies and procedures - make them

-Reach out to other facilities and see what they do

- Ask your staff for input

Do you have social media?

- If not create it

  Plan for Spring/Summer/Fall



Elephant in The Room
Spring will most likely not happen how any of us planned

- Plan as if moving forward until told otherwise
- Slot in swimmers, schedule instructors

But….

- Have your plan ready for how to manage 



Plan A

- Delay your session 
- What does this look like? Shorter session
- Why does it have to be a set number of weeks?
- Parents are going to want something for their kids to do - ADAPT
- Have your leadership courses start online
- Letter ready to go out to families

COMMUNICATE



Plan B
Cancel Spring

- Get the letter ready
- Figure out what that looks like

- refunds/Credit
- Online options webinar/zoom/email options



Plan for summer

Go Crazy!

Maximize staff and classes



Instructors
Use them!

Be Honest with them

- They are your best assets and resources
- Ask them for ideas/Engage them

- This generation loves to be included
- Great Social Media Resource

- This is their jam

- Hold a staff meeting or clinic from a distance
- Zoom is your friend



Opportunity
- Your staff want jobs
- Engage with them
- Run Sessions on topics that you never have time for
- Bring in a speaker to talk to them
- Just include them - you and them will be better off
- They will JUMP IN!



Programming outside of the box
- Take the ideas you have, your team has and instructors have

- Try some of them
- See what other people are doing
- You have nothing to lose

Communicate with your Clients

- However you do it - 
- Constant contact
- Email
- Instagram/Snapchat/Facebook/Pinterest
- Up your game!
- You will need them when this is over



No Idea is too silly
Think about what you already do well

- Great with 6-9 year olds 

Think about what you don’t do well

- We could use some baby work

Now is the time to jump on that

- What can you do with your 6-9 year olds out of the water?
- How can we improve on Babies so we are ready for what is ahead?



Final Checklist
- Talk and Engage with Instructors
- Plan for Now 
- Prepare for Future
- Use this time
- Communicate with Families - Regularly
- Think Creatively and Outside the Box
- Contests/Games/Knowledge




